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Executive Summary 

Throughout my career, I hope to gradually build a small residential real estate portfolio as part of my 

retirement strategy. This project was built to help me streamline the high-level quantitative analysis that 

is fundamental to approaching any investment property. The goal of this tool was to provide quick and 

user-friendly functionality where I could: 1) Gather market data on properties for sale and for rent; 2) 

Input investment assumptions into the model; 3) Produce a summary of investment measures (based off 

the inputted assumptions) that indicates viability of the investment. 

At a high-level, the program is setup and flows as follows:  

First: The user inputs criteria for rentals and for sale properties in the designated city they are analyzing. 

The program then goes and scrapes data on KSL given those parameters, and exports this data into an 

organized list and pivot table view. The objective here is to help provide market data (both purchase 

price and rental price) that will serve as benchmarks to the property I am analyzing.  

Second: On the Rental P&L tab there is a button titled “Edit Inputs” where the program calls up several 

consecutive userforms. These userforms allow the user to input assumptions on the property, loan, 

expenses, financial situation, etc. All of these inputs are stored and calculated as part of what follows. 

Third (and finally): A summary dashboard is created on the “Rental P&L” tab. This takes the inputs from 

steps two and kicks out a five year P&L, along with key investment measures. The goal was to make a 

quick process whereby I could input assumptions on a property and immediately see projected results 

on those assumptions.  

Implementation Documentation 

Retrieving Market Data – forRentals, forSale 

There are two modules, forRentals and forSale, that provide the functionality for a user to input 

parameters and then retrieve information on homes that are currently listed on KSL.com. Each is setup 

basically the same, but has slightly difference due to the Iframes challenges (see “Learnings & 

Challenges” section on Iframes) on the rentals section of the website. 

Section 1: This section of the code is defining all the variables that will be used in the code. 

Section 2: This section is taking the search parameters inputted from the spreadsheet, and capturing 

them as variables so that we can then create a customized URL that we can go and scrape the data 

accordingly.  

Section 3: This is simply finding the first blank row starting from row 15 and on. This is so that we are 

appending data, and not writing over it. 



Section 4: This is concatenating and creating the actual URL with the customized search parameters. It is 

then opening up the internet explorer and HTML code we need to look at and filter through so we can 

pull out the desired data points. 

Section 5: This section of code was necessary in order to identify how many pages of results there were, 

and so that the scraping could go to the last page and then stop. 

Section 6: This is using the agent functions (getText, moveTo, etc.) that we were provided by Professor 

Allen, and it goes through and scrapes each of the data fields, and then populates the cells in the 

spreadsheet.  

Section 7: The code continues until it reaches the final page of search results. 

Section 8: This code then goes into each of the listed properties to find additional data that wasn’t on 

the original summary page of all the results. The desired data here was # of days posted online, and the 

year the property was built. 

Section 9: This is clean-up code  

Note: There are additional sub procedures written to help facilitate the above sections of code. Details 

behind the rational and need for those sections are commented within the code itself. 

Note 2: The “forRentals” and “forSale” modules are structured and setup the same. I have added section 

headers to each, and you will see that they mirror each other similarly. As noted below in the “Learnings 

& Challenges” section, there are slight nuisances between the codes. 

 

Userforms – frmPropertyInputs, frmMortgageInputs, frmSalesInputs, frmInvestorInpputs, frmComplete 

Each of these userforms was created to allow quick investor input of assumptions necessary for 

evaluating the rental property. These userforms contain a myriad of different tools, ranging from 

listboxes, comboboxes, option buttons, spin button, command buttons, and more.  

The user initiates the userforms by clicking on the “Edit Inputs” button on the “Rental P&L” tab. This 

then kicks off the first userform, and with each click of the “OK” button on that form it then calls up the 

next userform. Each of these forms come automatically loaded with default assumptions. This allows for 

quicker input, and ensures that if the user somehow omits inputting an assumption, at least there is a 

placeholder value there. It took quite the coding in the background to populate each of these 

comboboxes with lists of data and appropriate formatting.  

Once all the userforms have been filled, the final step allows for the calculations to actually transpire. 

Upon clicking the “Calculate” button, it takes all the inputs from the previous userforms and inputs it 

into a tab than then is linked to the dashboard summary, which is the five-year P&L and investment 

measures. These data points are stored in each of the forms until the user clicks on the “Set Inputs to 

Default” button on the “Rental P&L” tab. This then sets the userforms back to their default load settings. 

I chose to create this functionality so that a user can tinker with their inputs as they wish without having 

to re-input them every time. 

 



Learnings & Challenges 

I wanted my project to be something truly personally useful in the future, while at the same time 

provide me the opportunity to review, apply, and build upon the concepts we covered throughout the 

course. I am very pleased that I was able to accomplish both. A large portion of my efforts were spent on 

developing the coding for web scraping and in creating interactions in the userforms. Here were a few 

specific learnings: 

- Iframes & scraping data on a website link within the website. In class we scraped data from 

Colonial Bakehouse that was on the URL we initially loaded on the web browser. I did this as 

well to get high-level data for each of the properties (sales or rental price, address, square feet, 

# of bedrooms and bathrooms, etc). But I also wanted more detail behind each property. 

However, that level of detail wasn’t available when viewing the code. I had to manually inspect 

that section of code, and discovered that the code was embedded within an Iframe. I needed to 

develop code that would go within each property’s Iframe and scrape for more data (year built, 

days posted online, etc). 

 

Further, as I dug into this on KSL, I discovered that rental and for sale sections are setup 

differently. On the sales side, the property information and further links were all housed on the 

KSL site itself. Whereas on the rental side, to get further detail behind the link listed, I had to go 

further into the Iframe to discover and eventually create code that read from the rentler.com 

website, which is where that data was housed. Not quite as simple as the Colonial Bakehouse 

setup where I could simply program with the HTML codded on that one site. 

 

To help me understand what was going on, I contacted Professor Allen. He helped me 

understand that I needed to show the source of the code (a rather simple command in fact), and 

that I could create my code to read the source from there. This allowed me to get into the detail 

of each property listed that was found within the Iframe. 

 

- Hyperlinks. Once I had each link listed on the spreadsheet, I wanted to create the property 

description as a link where the user could simply click on it to access the online detail about the 

property. I went to my trusted friend, google searches, to discover how to create hyperlinks in 

VBA code, which I did for all properties listed on both tabs. I also created a button where the 

user could click to see the search results that lists all the properties. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Frames within Userforms. I created a userform that was originally going to be my dashboard 

displaying the five-year Rental P&L and investment measures, but then decided that I like the 

cosmetic view and functionality of using excel better. But in the process of creating the 

userform, I learned about frames. This was the most efficient and cosmetically pleasing to setup 

the userform, as you will see below (each year is a different frame). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Leveraging all the controls in the toolbox. Of course I used listboxes, comboboxes, checkbox, 

optionbuttons, and commandbuttons ---all of which we covered in class. But I also implemented 

a spin button, which required me to learn from online resources. 



 

 

 

 

 

- Formatting within Userform boxes. I wanted each of my userforms to load with pre-populated 

assumptions, and for each of these boxes to be formatted in cosmetically pleasing manners. This 

was something I had to learn, and did implement in the project. This was also a challenge in 

making the combobox list and listbox lists formatted themselves. I accomplished this by 

changing the list.value to list.text. 

Assistance 

Beyond the assistance mentioned above (Professor Allen for the one instance), I completed all this work 

completely on my own. I relied heavily upon online resources, especially: mrexcel.com, excel-vba.com, 

candoo.org, msdn.microsoft.com, and stackoverflow.com.  

 


